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Geographic Info Retrieval  [GIR] 

Search for Place Names, features, and / or  locations 

 

Queries to existing gazetteer services work for: 

 

names, feature types, footprints, administrative districts… 

GeoTemporal Info Retrieval  [GTIR] 

 
Search for Place Names, events, and / or locations with dates 

 

Queries to existing gazetteers don't work because: 

 

                          dates are optional or entirely missing 



Extend GeoNames Schema By Adding Dates 



Testbed Methodology 

-   Automate process for matching placenames via open API  

 

-   Test methods for geonomial and geospatial matching 

 

-   Discover problems in current datasets, schemas 

 

-   Evaluate matching results 

 

-   Propose a schema for exchange of historical placename data 

 

-   Recommend the types of attributes needed to refine matching 

 



Existing Gazetteers  as   Web Services  



Linked Geographic Data on the Semantic Web 



Existing Historical Gazetteers 

 

Gazetteer of 50,000+ historical placenames 

 

Administrative Hierarchy 

 

Points have description of “present location”  

 

Gazetteer of 10,000+ historical placenames 

 

Administrative Hierarchy 

 

Includes explicit links to GeoNames ID 

Gazetteer of 120,000+ placenames 

 

Administrative Unit Ontology 

 

Query API or tabular datasets ? 



State of the Art  -  Locations in Classical Texts and Atlases 

Perseus Project                         Pleiades                            Google Ancient Places 

Barrington Atlas            ->               Digital Atlas of Roman and Medieval Civilization 



State of the Art  -  Web Services for historical placenames 

Unlock:   geoparsing (place 

name text mining and mapping) 

 

Chalice:  creating linked data 

historic gazetteer through text 

mining 

 

DEEP:   extend Chalice by 

digitizing the 86 volumes of the 

English Place Name Survey 

Unlock web service only -  UK only 

 

Chalice Schema not published 

 

DEEP plans to develop schema for 

historical place name queries 



Gazetteer Augmentation 

Queries directed to different 

resources  

 

 

Results augment existing 

records 

 

 

Geofeature Set  

 



Sample data for testbed:  CHGIS  

Historical placename: 

    Tengyue Ting 

 

Present placename: 

     云南腾冲县 

 

Romanized present placename: 

     yunnantengchongxian 

 
Time series county seats: 

     403  placename records 

 



Sample data for testbed:  Regnum Francorum, France  

Historical placename: 

        Éclance 

 

GeoNames ID: 

        3020485 

 

France places in RFO: 

        4164  placename records 

 



GIS sampling of CHGIS names and GeoNames 

Distribution of study sample                                        2km and 8km buffers +  GeoNames 

 



GIS sampling of France names and GeoNames 

Distribution of study sample                                        2km buffers   +    GeoNames 

 



Matching process 



Why trim to five characters?   Why match in both directions? 

"Henansheng Puyang Shi Puyang Xian Qinghetou Xiang"   to  "Puyang" 

 

After special chars trim: 

 

"HenanshengPuyangShiPuyangXianQinghetouXiang" to   "Puyang" 

 

After first five chars trim: 

 

Source to Target: 

 

"Henan" to   "Puyang"    no match  

 

"Puyan" to  "HenanshengPuyangShiPuyangXianQinghetouXiang"   match  

 

 

 

 

 



Results based on distance filtering 



Results based on string matching within buffer distances 

Main discovery:    

 
Historical placenames not often found in GeoNames alternates 

 

Much more likely for current GeoName to be found in historical gazetteer      record 

when “present location” is attested 



Linda Hill -  ADL 

Schema for the augmented gazetteer 



Linda Hill -  ADL 

Schema for the augmented gazetteer 



Augmented gazetteer for faceted geo-temporal queries 

-   Placenames 

 

-   Dates of existence  (or related time periods) 

 

-   Administrative jurisdictions (past and present) 

 

-   Alternative footprints 

 

 



Existing XML schema for historical placenames (for CHGIS)  

 
<query> 
 
  <results> 
 
  <item> 
     <placename> 
     <feature_type>  
     <temporal> 
     <spatial> 
     <part_of> 
     <evidenced_by> 
     <preceded_by> 
     <links> 
 



Old schema -  reorganized for multiple placename attestations  

     <placename> 
        <name_romanized>Fu Zhou 
        <name_vernacular>抚州 
        <name_alternate>撫州 
     <temporal> 
        <begin_year>1161 
        <begin_year_rule>4 
        <end_year>1276 
        <end_year_rule>4 
     <part_of> 
         <parent_name>江南西路 
         <part_of_begin>1134 
         <part_of_end>1276 
 
 
 
 



New schema -  need to allow for multiple placename attestations  

<placename> 
        <name>撫州      
  <lang>zh 
  <lang_class>traditional Chinese 
        <variant>N  
        <begin>1161 
        <begin_attestation>jurisdiction area increased 
        <end>1276 
        <end_attestation>placename changed 
 

        <parent_address>江南西路 
        <parent_begin>1134 
        <parent_end>1276 
 
        <source>CHGIS 
        <verified>Y 
        <name_rank>default 
        <counterclaim>N 
 



New schema -  need to allow for multiple placename attestations  

<placename> 
        <name>Linchuan      
  <lang>zh 
  <lang_class>transliteration 
        <variant>N  
        <begin>20120212 
        <begin_attestation>exists 
        <end>20120212 
        <end_attestation>exists 
 

        <parent_address>Linchuan, Fuzhou, Jiangxi, China 

        <parent_begin>20120212 
        <parent_end>20120212 
 
        <source>Google 
        <verified>N 
        <name_rank>default 
        <counterclaim>N 
 



Publications & Resources  

http://fas.harvard.edu/~chgis/gazetteer  


